
ULTRAMATRIX™ STAGE 3 BIT: DIAMOND 07UMX™
Case Study: Reduced Tripping Time by More than 71%

Product:        07UMX™ Bit, Stage 3 (25 mm crown height)
Location:       Southwestern United States
Application:  Surface Diamond Coring Exploration

Vital Stats: 
• Reduced tripping frequency by more than 71%
• Increased depth drilled per shift by more than 100%
• Significantly reduced total operating costs

Overview
Longer Life, Versatility and Reduced Costs
The copper mining areas of the southwest United 
States are known for some of the largest open pit 
copper mines in the world. Core mining contracts in 
these mines are very competitive and drillers need to 
be fast and efficient at putting more core in the box in 
less time.

The 07UMX™ from the Ultramatrix™ line of diamond 
bits is one of Boart Longyear’s most versatile
impregnated bits.  The large diamonds and free-cutting 
matrix allow it to outperform traditional impregnated bits 
in a wide variety of ground conditions ranging from soft 
to hard and broken to competent.

The Challenge
Reduce Tripping and Maximize Penetration
The surface core sampling holes drilled in these mines 
are very deep.  The average hole ranges from 5,000 to 
6,000 feet in depth.  When drilling this deep, the ground 
conditions vary greatly and range from decomposed 
granite, to quartz, to clay. In addition to the potential 
issues encountered as a result of the variable rock for-
mations at these depths, the drilling and core retrieval 
processes are time consuming, and drillers cannot 
afford to shut down operations to frequently trip rods 
and change bits.
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“With the 07UMX™ Stage 3 bits, 
we now trip rods three times in a 
5,000 foot hole as compared to six 
to eight times with our previous 
bit. Performance like that is just 
money in the bank.”

SW Zone Coordinator
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The challenge at the test site was two-fold. First,
find a bit that has an extended life and is capable of 
significantly reducing the number of times the drillers 
must trip their rods per hole. Second, find a bit that 
is highly versatile with increased penetration rates 
through all of the ground formations encountered 
throughout the hole. 

The Solution
Reduced Tripping Frequency with Versatile 
Penetration
The product management and engineering teams at 
Boart Longyear heard the challenges faced by the 
drillers at the test mining project and recommended
they use the new 07UMX™ bit with a 25 millimeter 
crown height and Stage 3 waterway. The highly 
versatile 07UMX™ bit was able to easily penetrate all 
of their ground conditions, and the taller crown height 
provided three to six times the life of the 12 millimeter 
bits previously used at the site. “We went over 2,100 
feet on one bit and still had a full stage left,” said the 
SW Zone coordinator.

The site now averages 1,600 to 1,800 feet per bit as 
compared to 300 to 800 feet with previous bits. In 
addition, they have more than doubled the number 
of feet they are able to drill per shift. “It is all about 
how often we trip rods, and these bits save us a lot of 
tripping time. We not only get a significant increase in 
life from the bits, they are so versatile we no longer 
have to change a bit when our ground conditions 
change,” the SW Zone coordinator said. As a result of 
the extensive time and cost savings delivered by the 
07UMXTM Stage 3 bits, all of the drillers on the site are 
now using it as their bit of choice.

Boart Longyear
Boart Longyear is a global mineral exploration company 
that is the leader in providing mineral exploration 
services and drilling products for the global mining 
industry and also has a substantial drilling presence for 
water exploration, environmental sampling, energy and 
oil sands exploration.

Headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, the company 
conducts contract drilling services in over 40 countries 
and provides mining products to customers in over 100 
countries. Regional offices and operations are located 
in: Adelaide - Australia, Geneva - Switzerland, Santiago 
- Chile, and Mississauga - Canada.

Contact Us: T: + 801 972 6430 F: + 801 977 3374 W: www.boartlongyear.com E: info@boartlongyear.com ASX : BLY

Ultramatrix™ Diamond Bit Series: SSUMX™, 07UMX™, 09UMX™, 10UMX™
• Highly versatile, capable of long life and extreme cutting in varied ground conditions
• Very durable and able to resist wear within extreme conditions
• Offer several options in crown height (up to 25mm), waterways and diameter
• Boart Longyear’s most productive bit with increased output, efficiency and spectacular 

performance at sites around the world


